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In This Issue!
• Announcing MirixaProSM 6.0!
• MirixaPro On-Demand Training Courses, Updated and Interactive
• MirixaPro Best Practice Tips
• Mirixa Extensions for Hurricane Harvey and Hurricane Irma
• CMR $ummer Continues Through September - Don't Miss Out!

ANNOUNCING MIRIXAPROSM 6.0
Dedicated to Helping You
Deliver Clinical Services
to Your Patients
We have shared many MirixaPro enhancements this year designed to better support you in
delivering medication management services to your patients. Mirixa has been focused on
enhancements that improve your workflow efficiency while enabling you to continue to
deliver high-quality clinical services. Mirixa proudly announces the launch of MirixaPro 6.0,
the culmination of our efforts throughout 2017, including recent additions in September. For
complete details, click HERE!

MIRIXAPROSM PLATFORM ON-DEMAND TRAINING COURSE
Interactive Training Updated to Reflect
All Great MirixaPro features

Check it out! The MirixaPro platform now offers an on-demand, interactive training course
containing 11 lessons. These courses, available on the “Training and Support” page, have
been updated with expanded content and enhanced formatting.
New MTM provider on your team? Take the whole course.
Need a quick refresher on one section of the platform? Review the relevant lesson.
For more information and a list of available lessons, click HERE!

MirixaProSM Platform Best
Practice Tips
Read up on the latest Best Practice Tips:
Documenting the PML and Closing Care Gaps.
Don't miss out on tips from the experts that will
make your service delivery more efficient!
Click here for this month's Best Practice Tips!

Hurricane Harvey and Hurricane Irma
Mirixa Provides Extensions for Areas Affected by Recent Hurricanes
Mirixa has extended the expiration dates for MTM cases (where possible) in areas affected
by the recent hurricanes in the US and its territories. Pharmacies in areas of Texas,
Louisiana, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, Puerto Rico and the US Virgin
Islands have had their cases extended in an effort to allow pharmacies time to reach out to
patients and provide this service as patients and pharmacies return
to a more normal daily life.
Not all cases can be extended and, after a certain time, cases may be pulled before the
case expires. If you need more time to conduct any case, call Mirixa Support at (866) 2186649 and ask for a case extension. We will provide an extension if we can! Please note that
we cannot reopen closed or lost cases.

For more info and official rules on CMR $ummer, click here!

Mirixa Support:
(866) 218-6649
Mirixa.com

Payers

Monday - Friday 8:30am-5:30pm ET
or visit 'Contact Support' on the
MirixaPro platform.
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